
Please submit completed forms by 12/31/2021 (11:59 PM)
using our Google Form.

CONTEST DEADLINE2

3 PRIZE ANNOUNCEMENT
At the end of the contest deadline, we will
review your reports for completeness, then we
will award prizes for the categories of greatest
number of "Priority Weeds" reports and greatest
number of "Call-for-Data Weeds" reports.

BACKGROUND

HELP US HELP YOU

CLICK
HERE!

CONTEST
INSTRUCTIONS

*see details in our Data Standards
doc at bit.ly/4ccwmadatastds2016

Our committee is in the business of widening and diversifying the usefulness of ALL data
that is shared by equally passionate participants who are working across different levels
of project management and scope. By sharing your data, you're helping to fill in the gaps
for understanding the distribution and impacts of our region's invasive weeds:

The M&D Committee envisions a data sharing network made up of our regional
stakeholders, working together to provide increased access to invasive species data
and maps for your EDRR work! This includes tools like our priority weeds
coordination map.

WHY HAVE A DATA

SHARING CONTEST?!

Priority Weeds - species considered the
most invasive but still limited in
distribution  (i.e., we can still work together
to eradicate existing infestations and
prevent new ones from popping up)

Call-for-Data Weeds - invasive/naturalized
weed species newly establishing or
expanding within our region

Participating in the contest is as simple as 1-2-3!

We want to help you realize the
collective value of integrate data and
how it can strike the balance between
user friendliness, standardized science,
and project relevance. Stay tuned as we
continue developing tools to support
your weedy work!

SUBMITTING YOUR DATA1

All reports MUST include the following data attributes:
Observation Date (within 2021)
Observer Name
Species Name
Latitude, Longitude (decimal degrees)

Not required but highly recommended fields:
Gross Infested Area
Percent Cover
Photographs
General 
Habitat Type
Horizontal Accuracy

Submit your "Priority Weeds" and/or "Call-for-Data Weeds" reports using 
 our using the Google Form (https://bit.ly/4ccwmadatasharing). We're
flexible to how you decide to share your data:

*OPTION 1: Share URL/web address links from your favorite data sharing
platforms (e.g., iMapInvasives OR, iNaturalist, EDDMapS, WeedMapper).

*OPTION 2: Send us your spatial or spreadsheet data files via email to
tyler.pedersen@tualatinswcd.org.

http://www.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?webmap=df77f30d446e48fe8b21ea81412e62ed&extent=-124.1435,44.9364,-120.985,45.99&zoom=true&previewImage=false&scale=true&search=true&searchextent=true&details=true&legend=true&active_panel=legend&basemap_gallery=true&disable_scroll=false&theme=light
https://bit.ly/4ccwmadatastds2016
https://bit.ly/4ccwmadatastds2016
https://bit.ly/4ccwmadatastds2016
http://www.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?webmap=df77f30d446e48fe8b21ea81412e62ed&extent=-124.1435,44.9364,-120.985,45.99&zoom=true&previewImage=false&scale=true&search=true&searchextent=true&details=true&legend=true&active_panel=legend&basemap_gallery=true&disable_scroll=false&theme=light
https://4countycwma.org/mapping-data/priority-weed-coordination/
https://4countycwma.org/mapping-data/call-for-data-species-observations/
https://bit.ly/4ccwmadatasharing

